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Over the past few years, digital technology has improved the way dentists 

practice their craft.  

Modern techniques such as digital radiography (DDR) pave the way for the 

patients to receive dental treatment without the pain and time associated with 

old-fashioned dentistry.  

This technique offers key benefits over its counterpart i.e. computed radiography. 

The physical process for digital radiography is quite the same but with digital 

radiography, the dentist simply inserts a sensor into your mouth to capture 

images of your teeth — but that’s similarity ends at the output. 

The traditional (computed) method shows the result on a sheet but the digital 

sensor is electronic and connected to a computer and once the X-ray is taken, the 

image is projected on a screen for dentists to view. 

Get in touch with best family dentistry Highwood here. 

 

http://smilelistassociates.com/


In this post, we have racked up the list of advantages of DDR that really provokes 

its sales: 

• Fast Processing 

Traditional x-rays, as we know take time to develop. On the other hand, DDR uses 

a system of flat panels that consist of a detection layer placed over an array of 

minuscule film transistors that provides images to view instantly. 

So, overall it saves a bunch of dollars and money. 

• Image Quality 

As we stated before, this technique a provides way more clear image, and this 

matters a lot. The quality of the image, at last, allows the dentist to focus on tiny 

fractures and irregularities that could have been missed on film if done through 

other methods. 

Plus-Point: Images, as required, can be zoomed or the contrast too can be 

adjusted for a better view. 

 

• Eco & Patient Friendly 



Along with accuracy and speed, DDRs one of the greatest benefits is its compact 

size. Thus, If required a dentist can easily take it to a patient’s bedside. 

Besides that, the technology of digital radiography is much cleaner and safe as it 

operates on powerful batteries. 

Notably, here is a checklist of advantages it offers: 

- Less Radiation 

- Shorter Dental Appointments 

- Higher Quality Images 

- Transferring Dental Records 

- Environmentally Friendly 

We The Smilelist & Associates, give you excellent dental care services in 

Highwood, an atmosphere where you would feel relaxed. We aim to develop a 

connection with our patients, where they can chat about dental problems.  

Schedule an appointment here... 
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